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Hello, 

in mathematics a product is the result of its multiple starting values. I would be 
an „Addition Designer“  if I was satisfied with just adding the things together.  
Instead I see product design as a tool with high potential to combine and create 
holistic answers for our future which is becoming more complex every day. 

Coming from the craft, I value the mastery of my tools. If you know them, you are 
able to create whatever you can think of. However, the most important tools are 
the mind and the heart. They are neccesary for putting yourself into the world, to 
understand and react to it. 

Thanks for taking the time and looking at my work, 

Andreas 



EXAMPLES

Hear Me

Stack Me Connect Me

Expand MeLit Me

Control Me

Drive Me About Me
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Cooperation 
 
 
 

LIT ME

Foldabe Grill
Team partner:  
Mali Baumeister



The project was a cooperation with „HP 
Kaysser“, a laser cutting company located in 
Winnenden. For their online shop we desig-
ned objects in order to extend the product 
range, targeted at the consumer market. 

FOLDABLE GRILL

Task:

Solution:

The huge amount of waste caused by dis-
posal grills in mind, we were looking for a 
long-lasting, easy-to-assemble solution, 
space-saving shipment and low production 
costs. 

Our two-part grill (folding of grillage not 
neccesary) can be folded by hands with litt-
le force and sticks together without the usa-
ge of extra parts. 



Functions:

Standing upright, the grill uses the chimny 
effect for rapid lighting up of either coal or 
wood. Mounts make sure the grilling doesn‘t 
fall of while hanging in vertical position.  
 
Because of the narrow inflexion points the 
heat is conducted very low, so at any time 
you can touch the legs to alter the position 
or to rotate it. 

Nubs are applied at the upper edge of 
the grill and fix the grillage and  
protect it from silding away. When the 
heat subsides, the grillage can be  
lowerd lengthwise, like in the heat-up 
position. 

FOLDABLE GRILL



3-Dimensional Design 
2nd Semester 

EXPAND ME

Bionic Scorpion Tail



BIONIC SCORPION TAIL

„From surface to volume“ had the aim to 
transform one or more plain elements into 
a static volume by using different principles 
like rolling, sticking, stretching, tightening.

Task:

Solution:

Inspired by a reptile tail I was experimenting 
with paper bent along curved edges. Spon-
ge rubber had the best abilities: Able to be 
laser-cutted in a precice way for the casca-
ding shapes  and enough strength to keep 
the form when bent. Due to the final weight I 
had to use cords to distribute the tension. 

Project Documentation

http://haueise.net/portfolio/haueise_bionic_scorpion_tail.pdf


STACK ME

Product Design 
1st Semester

Stackable Stool



STACKABLE STOOL

The topic of this product design course was 
„smaller - bigger“, with a focus on every day 
objects. 

Task:

Solution:

The stackable stool is flexible and modular. 
Because of its connecting abilities no addi-
tional elements are needed. It comes in two 
different heights which offer a third height 
when stacked upon each other. 

It is produced from plain wood boards (ply-
wood, multiplex) and can be easily assem-
bled with just a single screwdriver.  
 



STACKABLE STOOL

Storage:

Piling up the stools is simple and intuitive, 
and there is no limitation in numbers and 
heights. After seven stools (90°) the bottom 
ends of the legs are high enough to not colli-
de with the upper corners.   



3-Dimensional Design 
3rd Semester 

TOUCH ME

Controlling Interfaces



CONTROLING INTERFACES

While focusing on semantics and product 
language, as described in the „Offenbacher 
Ansatz“, we had to develop and build user 
interfaces. An important aspect was the ac-
tive role of the interpreting person. 

Task:

Solution:

I came up with the idea that the significant 
element, which we recognize and which 
shows us the state of the unit, is the outline. 

 „Grabbing lines“ signalize where to touch it, 
and depending on the function, some addi-
dional elements change their position - like 
a moving (visual, tactile) feedback. 

TILT ROTATESHIFT

Project Documentation

http://haueise.net/portfolio/haueise_controlling_elements.pdf


3-Dimensional Design 
2nd Semester 

CONNECT ME

Reciprocal Frameworks



RECIPROCAL FRAMEWORKS

How can bars be connected to get a 
self-stabilized system – a reciprocal fra-
mework. The focus was on 3-dimensional 
design

Task:

Solution:

Deepenings in the bars, working as the con-
nections points, define a grid. The 3d-prin-
ted connection element snaps into the bars 
and prevent them from sliding apart. 

The parts are mirrored and held together by 
an elastic strap. 
 

Project Documentation

closed open

http://haueise.net/portfolio/haueise_reciprocal_frameworks.pdf


shaping the brand
1st Semester

HEAR ME

Portable Player



PORTABLE PLAYER

„shaping the brand“ was about designing a 
portable media player according to the de-
sign elements and product language of a 
specific brand.

Task:

Solution:

Mirka® is  known for its high quality and 
ergonomic grinders, used in the professio-
nal sector. The form of the player resembles 
the curved and fluid shape of the company‘s 
flagship DEROS
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- ongoing -

DRIVE ME

E-Scooter
Team partner:  
Ronja Hertfelder



E-SCOOTER

Due to the discussion about upcoming 
E-Scooter floodings in urban areas around 
the world, the project is focusing at a hig-
her acceptance and better integration in the 
cityscape. Also micromobility is an import-
ant topic which we will have to discuss a lot 
more in the near future. 

Task:

Solution:

Our target city is Singapoure, vibrant and 
modern, with an astonishing architecture. 

Our goal is to resemble these characteris-
tics in the form and also in the functions to 
give the people the feeling that they use the 
scooters as a part of the city. In our opinion 
the optical, tactical, and functional integ-
ration plays an important role in increasing 
the acceptance - a neccesary step into the 
evolution of micromobility. 



Functions:

For space-saving and comfort reasons we 
decided to make the scooter foldable. This 
happens automatically if the user hangs the 
scooter into the charging station - all mana-
ged by the software of the scooter. 

The iconic charging station with its organic 
shape can be placed all over the city and fits 
perfectly into puplic places or private com-
pany areas. Only electricity is needed.  
 
Batteries are stored in the board, which can 
be exchanged for maintaining reasons. 

Folding Axis

Batteries

E-SCOOTER



E-SCOOTER

Functions:

Charging is either done by induction or 
through contacts in the steering bar. The 
display shows the battery state and driving 
speed. 
 
The warm illumination at night emits an 
athmospheric glow which makes dark areas 
more friendly and people can discover the 
presence of a scooter from far distances. 



ABOUT ME

Being able zu visualize my ideas 
& concepts is always helpful, 
especially in a huge team with 
different backgrounds and un-
derstandings.  

Taking part in society is an important factor 
to me. The time spent with others, working 
in different ways but following the same 
aim, gives me an uncountable amount of 
input and feedback to evolve my ideas and 
methods. 

The projects we did in the last years tea-
ched me, how to deal with compromises and 
stick to the task until its done. 

My skills are much appreciated in this 
cultural center „Gleis 44“ in Ulm, where 
I am responsible for the conception and 
implementation of counters, dj booths 
and the interior design in general. 



VITA
Education Work experience

Fachgebundene Hochschulreife 
Fachoberschule, Neu-Ulm  
2008

2 Semester Vermessungstechnik 
und Geoinformatik 
Hochschule für Technik,  
Stuttgart 
2010

Schreinerlehre  
Schreinerei Merkle, Ulm 
2014

Holiday worker at carpentry  
Müller Blaustein 
2002, 2004, 2005
 
Medical laboratory assistant 
Universitätsklinik Ulm 
2006 - 2009

Holiday worker at metalworking
Knupfer Metallbau, Blaustein
2007

Independent assemly carpenter 
2015 - 2018

Industrial climber 
aermax, Stuttgart
2018

Barkeeper, service & 
bar management at 
Hemperium, Ulm 
Gleis 44, Ulm
Thien Anh, Schwäbisch Gmünd
2011 - ongoing

Social work

Care of young people at
ANTGED Antalya, Turkey 
European Volunteer Service 
2009 - 2010

collaboration at summer camp
Evangelisches Jugendwerk 
Blaubeuren 
2009 - 2012

Software skills

Adobe Suite: 
Photoshop, InDesign, Illustrator 
 
CAD: 
Rhino, Solidworks, Solid Edge, 
AutoCAD 
 
CNC:  
Mastercam

Rendering:  
Keyshot 9, Visualizer

Coding:  
JavaScript, PHP, CSS, HTML,  
Python, Java

Andreas Haueise 
* 21.04.1985 
 

Gemeindehausstraße 8
73525 Schwäbisch Gmünd 
Germany

+49 174 19 39 854
andreas@haueise.net

Hardware skills

all kind of tools & machines, 
turning, milling, grinding, coa-
ting,  3d-printing, lasercutting, 
ask me!


